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Abst rac t - -We study the existence of positive solutions of the second-order three-point boundary 
value problems 
y"(t) + ~a(t)y(y(t)) = 0, 0 < t < 1, 
y(0) = 0, ; (1)  = Zy(v), 
where 0 </3 < 1, 0 < ~7 < 1. We show the existence of at least one positive solution by applying the 
Krasnoseiskii f xed-point theorem in a cone, here a(t) is allowed to changes ign on [0, 1]. Applications 
of our results are provided to yield positive radial solutions of some elliptic boundary value problems 
on an annulus. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -pos i t ive  solution, Three-point boundary problems, Cone, Coefficient hat changes 
sign. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the existence of positive solutions of the following second-order three-point 
boundary  value problems (BVP):  
y"(t)  + ~a( t ) f (y ( t ) )  = o, o < t < 1, 
y(0) = 0, y(1) =/3y(~/), 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
where ,k is a positive parameter, 0 </~ < i, 0 < q < I. 
Recently, some authors considered existence problems of positive solutions for BVP  (1.1),(1.2), 
and obtained some existence results. For details, see, for example, [1-5]. However,  these studies 
all assumed nonnegativity of a(t). It was a critical condition in order to guarantee the existence of 
positive solutions. It is therefore natural to ask how to discuss the existence of positive solutions 
for the BVP  (i.i),(1.2), if we  eliminate the nonnegativity of a(t). So in here we shall concentrate 
on the  case when coefficient a(t )  is al lowed to change sign in [0, 1]. 
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Furthermore, the BVP (1.1),(1.2) can arise from the study of positive radial solutions of some 
elliptic boundary value problems in an annulus R1 < Ix[ < R2 in R N, N > 2, namely, the 
following problems: 
Au + g( Ix l) f (u)  = O, R1 < [xl < R2, 
~(R~) = 0, ~(n2)  = 9~(R0) ,  
where R1 < R0 < R2, fl > 0. 
To the author's knowledge, no one has studied the existence of positive solutions for prob- 
lem (1.1),(1.2) using the assumptions that a(t) changes ign. Hence, the aim of the present 
paper is to establish some simple criteria for the existence of at least one positive solutions of the 
BVP (1.1),(1.2). The key tool in our approach is following Krasnoselskii's fixed-point theorem in 
a cone [6,7]. 
THEOREM 1.1. (See [6, 7].) Let E be Banach space and K C E be a cone in E. Assume f~l 
and ~2 are open subsets o re  with 0 E f~l and ~1 C ~2 and let A : K M (f~2 \ ~t) --~ K be a 
completely continuous operator. In addition, suppose ither 
IIA~II -< IblI, fox u E / ;  n O~,  and IIA~II _> blI, fox ~ e K n o~,  
or  
IIA~II ~ IMI, ~or u ~ K n 0a l ,  and IfAull <_ b l l ,  ~ox ~ ~ K n 0~2, 
hold. Then A has a/ixed point in K N (ft2 \ ~1). 
REMARK 1.1. In [6] the theorem is stated and proved with 91 and ~2 being centered at the 
origin, and in [7] the theorem is stated and proved with ~1 and ~2 being general open sets. 
In this paper, a positive solution y* of the BVP (1.1),(1.2) will mean a solution y* of the 
BVP (1.1),(1.2) satisfying y*(t) > 0, 0 < t < 1. Moreover, we shall use the following assump- 
tions. 
(HI) f :  [0, +oc) ~ (0, +c¢) is continuous and nondecreasing. 
(H2) a:  [0, 1] ~ (-o¢, +oc) is continuous and such that a(t) > 0, t E [0, 7]; a(t) < 0, t E [7, 1]. 
Moreover, a(t) does not vanish identically on any subinterval of [0, 1]. 
(H3) There exist nonnegative constants in the extended reals, f0, f~,  such that 
f0 = lira f(u____~), L¢ = lira f(u) 
u--~0+ ~t u---++c¢ 
(H4) There exists a constant T E (fiT, 7) such that, for all t E [0, 1 - 7], the function 
A( t )=Sa +(7-6t ) -  1 -~a- (7+t)  > O, 
where a+(t) = max{a(t), 0}, a-  (t) = - min{a(t), 0}, and 
6_7  -T 
i -7' 
A = fl rain{fiT, 1 - 7}. 
REMARK 1.2. For Condition (H3), as usual, if f0 = 0, f~  = co, then f is said to be superlinear. 
If f0 = co, f~  = 0, then f is said to be sublinear. 
REMARK 1.3. Condition (H4) is of fundamental importance to this paper (see Lemma 2.5 in 
Section 2). Moreover, Condition (H4) is reasonable. For example, let 
27 ( t -  ~ O<t< - 
a( t )= ' - - 2' 
1 [ 1"~ 3 1 
~t -~) ,  ~<t_<l .  
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Then a(t) satisfies Condition (H4). In fact, let/3 = ,; = 1/2, r = 1/3, then r e (/3,;, ,;), 6 = 1/3, 
A = 1/8, and for all t E [0, 1 - ,;], we have 
A(t)  ---- Ca+(,; - 6t) - 1 -~a-(,; + t) 
- - - - t2 (1 - t )  >__0. 
Hence, Condition (H4) holds, and Condition (H2) holds too. 
In what follows, for the sake of convenience, set 
a(t)  = i - /3 , ;  + (/3 - 1)t 
i 2  7 , 
f l~l(t ,s), 0 <t  <,;, 
k(t, 8) l k2(t,s), ,; <t_< l, 
O<t  <, ; ,  
, ;<t<l ,  
and 
Moreover, set 
{ ]~11(t, 8)---- 
~l(t, S) = ~12( t ,  8) ~--- 
kla(t, ~)  - - -  
{ ]~21(t,s) : 
k~(t, 8) = k=( t ,  ~) = 
k2a(t, s) - 
1 -/3,; + (/3 - 1)t  
1- /3 , ;  .s, 0<s<t ,  
1 - - /3 , ;  + (/3 - 1)s 
. t, t < s <_ ,;, 
I -/3,; 
t (1  - ~), 
T---Z-~ ,; < ~ <- 1, 
1 - /3 , ;  + (/3 - 1)t 
1 - /3 , ;  .s, 0 < s <, ; ,  
8(1 - t) +/3,;(t - 8) 
1- f iT  , ,; < s K_ t, 
t(1 - s) ,  
T---~T t < s <_ 1. 
~ T max k(t, s)a + (s) ds, Ai = #te[o,l] a2 = max f '  k(t, 8)a+(s) ~8, te[o,1] J0 
where # -- rain{/3, 1 - r/,;}. 
REMARK 1.4. From above, we know k(t, s) >_ O, (t, s) E [0, 1] × [0, 1]. Moreover, we state and 
prove an inequality for k(t, s) (see Lemma 2.4 in Section 2). 
2. THE PREL IMINARY LEMMAS 
In order to discuss problems (1.1),(1.2), the preliminary lemmas are in this section. Now, let 
C[0, 1] be the Banach space with norm I]Y][ = supte[0,1] [y(t)[. Denote 
( 1 
c0+[0, 1]=~yEC[0 ,1] :  min y( t )>_Oandy(O)=O,  y(1)=/3y( , ; )} ,  
[ tC[0,1] ) 
P = {y e C0+[0, 1]: y( t ) i s  concave on [0,,;], and convex on [,;, 1]}. 
It is obvious that P is a cone in C[0, 1]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let y E P, then 
y(t) >_ a(t)yO1), t C [O,r/], and y(t) <_ a(t)y(~l), t E [~/, 1]. 
PROOF. Since y C P,  then y is concave on [0, ~], convex on [~, 1], y(0) : 0, and y(1) : ~y(~]). 
Hence, for t ~ [0, ~]], we have 
y(t) > y(0) + y(v) -y,0,tc~ = t__:y(~), 
when t e [U, 1], we have 
y(t) < y(1) + y(1)  - V07) ( t  - 1) = 1 - /3~1 + (/9 - 1)tv{~)" I -~/  1 --r/ 
Hence, 
LEMMA 2.2. 
y(t) >_ a(t)y(u), t e [0, V], and y(t) <_ a(t)y0] ), t E [U, 1]. 
Let y E P, then 
y(t) >_ ~lbll,  t e [9~, ~]. 
PROOF. Let y E P,  then y is concave on [0, ~], and convex on [~, 1]. Since 0 < t9 < 1, y(1) = 
fly(q) < y(~]), then 
Ilyll = sup ly(t)l = sup ]y(t)l. 
tc[o,t] t~[o,n] 
Set 
w: inf{~c[0,~]:te[o,n]sup y(t ) :y(~)  } .  
CASE (i). t C [0, w]. From the concavity of y(t), we get 
y(t) > y(0) + y(~) - y(0) t 
02 
t : -y (~)  
02 
-> y(~)= ~b l l .  
CASE (ii). t E [W, U]. Similarly, we  have 
y(t) > y(~) + y(~) - y(~) (t - ~) w--?  7 
t - -w  _ ~ - t y(~) + (,7) 
~-w ~-w y 
> ~- ty (~)  
- ty~,j  
>_ 
= (I--~)Y(W)= (I--~)"Y'I" 
Thus, from (2.1) and (2.2), we have 
{' y(t) >min ~,1-  Ilyll, te  [0,~], 
which yields 
min y(t) >__ min ~, 1 - Ilyll = #]lyll- 
[~,~] 
This completes the proof. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let fr/ 7~ 1. Then for h ff C[0, 1], the problem 
y"(t)  + h(t) = O, 0 < t < 1, 
y(O) = O, y(1) : 9Y(r/), 
has a unique solution 




ft fo 1 :-Zr/ ( r / -  s)h(s) ds + - -  
j~o 1y(t) : k(t, ,)h(s) ds. 
The proof of this lemma is easy, so omit it. 
For all sl c p, r/], s2 ~ b, 1], t~en 
t fol 1 --fir/ (1 - s)h(s) ds, 
k(t, sl) >_ Ak(t, s2), t c [0, 1]. 
PROOF• We divide the proof into two steps. 
STEP  1. If t _< r/, then we have 
k(t, Sl) k l (t  , Sl) 
k(t, s~) h(t ,  s2)' 
kl l(t ,  81), 
~(t,s~) : h~(t, sl), 
Since sl E [% r/], s2 E [r/, 1], we obtain 
1 - f r / - -  (1 - - /3)t  
kl l(t ,  s l)  _> 1 - f i r /  -T, 
k12(t, s~) _> 1 - f r / -  (1 - /~b  .t = - -  
1 - 5r/ 
k13@ 's2 ) < (1 --r/) _ ~- ~. t .  
Thus, 
which yields 
and kl(t  , s~) = k13(t, s2). 
l -r/ 
1 - fr/ 
k11(t,s~) 1 -9~-  (1-=9)r/ 
h3(t, s2) (1-r/)r/ 
k12(t, s J  > 1 >A,  
~13(t,82 ) - -  - -  
T 
.~=-_>~>A,  
Hence, (1.5) holds. 
STEP 2• If t > U, then we have 
h(t, sl) > A. 
kl(t, s2) - -  
k(t, Sl) 
k(t, s2) 
k2(t, s J  = k21(t, sl),  and 
h( t ,  sl) 
k2(t, s2)' 
{ k22(t,s~), k2(t,s~)= k23(t,s~)• 
(2.3) 
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Since s1 E [% n], s2 e In, 1], we obtain 
i - /3~/ -  (I - /3 ) t  
k21(t, sz) >_ • ~- 
I -/3~I 
1 - /3~/ -  (l - /3 )  ~- > 
- 1 - f in  
13(1 -- r/) 
= 1_/3- - - -Z-  • ~, 
( i  - n)t  < 1 -._..____~ 
k23( t ,  s2 )  5 - -  
1- /3n  - 1 - /3n"  
Again, 
So, we consider two subcases. 
k2~(t, ~2) = 
(1 --/~n - t)s2 +/3~t 
1 - firl 
(i) If n <- 1 - /3n ,  then for all n < t < 1 - /3q ,  we have 
k22(t, s2) <<_ 1 - /3n- t  +/3~lt = 1 - t  < 1 -n ,  
1 - /3r/  
and for all 1 -/3r/_~ t ~ I, we  have 
k22(t, s2) < (1 -/377 - t)~/+ t3~/t 
I - /3n  
_ (I /3n)n- (I - /3)nt 
I /3n 
< (1 - /3n)~/-  n(1 -/3)(1 -/3n) 
- 1 /3n 
=/3n. 
(ii) If 1 - /3q < n, then for all r/_< t _< 1, we have 
k22(t, s2) < (1 - f i r / -  t)n + tint 
i - /3v 
_ (1 - /3n) r / -  (i -/3)r/t 
i - /3~ 
< (1 - /3~/)7/ -  ~/(1 - fl)(1 - /3r/)  
- 1 - /3~/  
=/3T. 
Thus, in either subcase, for all s2 e [n, I] we  always have 
k2~(t, s2) <_ max{1 - n,/3v}. 
Therefore, f rom (2.4)-(2.6), we  have 
k21(t, sl) /3(1 -- r/) 
- -  > .T  
fl2r/ (1_~/)/31 
_>min l---fir/' 1 ~ J 
> min {/3%/3(1 - 7)} >.A, 
which yields 
Hence, (2.3) holds. 
/~21( 1~, 81)  - -  >_/3~- >_/32~ _ A, 
k2(t, sl) > A. 
k2(t, ~2) - 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2 .6)  
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LEMMA 2.5. Let Conditions (HI), (H~), and (H4) hdd. The~, fox ~11 0 ~ [0, ~), 
Ji L v k(t, s)a+(s)f(Oa(s)) ds > k(t, s)a-(s)f(Oa(s)) ds. 
PROOF. For each r C [0, 1 - ~/], it is easy to see that 
a U-  : 1 -- 1 - and a ( r l+r  ) : 1 - 1 -~(1  - /3) .  
Thus, in view of ~- ~ (flr], ~) and f is nondecreasing, for each r C [0, 1 - r/I, we have 
f ( l  l r _ r ] ( l -~) )  >f (1 -1_~r  ( l - f l ) ) .  
Now, set s = u-6r, r ~ [0, 1 -rl], for all 0 E [0, +oc), by view of Lemma 2.4 and Condition (H4), 
we obtain 
L /0 ~1 k(t, s)a+(s)f(Oc~(s)) ds = 5 k(t, rl - 5r)a+(~l - 5r)f(Oa(rl - dr)) dr 
=5 fo l -nk ( t ,~-hr )a+(~-Sr ) f  ( ( l -  l -~  (1 -~) )O)  dr 
>_hA fo l -nk(t ,~+r)a+(~l -Sr) f  ( (1 -1r~ (1 -~) )O)  dr 
/o ( ) >_ k ( t ,q+r )a - ( ,+r ) f  1-1_ - -~(1- /3 )0  dr. 
Again, setting s = r] + r, r E [O, 1 - q], for 0 E [0, +oo), we get 
Lik(t,s)a-(s)f(Oa(s))ds= fol-~k(t,~+r)a-(7?+r)f ((i- 1_--~(i- ~))O)ds. 
This completes the proof. 
Now we define an operator T : P --* P by 
(Ty)(t) = A k(t, s)a(s)f(y(s)) ds. (2.7) 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume that Conditions (H1), (H2), and (Ha) axe satisfied. Then T : P ~ P is 
completely continuous. 
PROOF. At first, we show that T : P --+ P. In fact, for y C P, in view of Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.5, 
and f is nondecreasing, we get 
I' J; L' k(t, s)a(s)f(y(s)) ds = k(t, s)a + (s)f(y(s)) ds - k(t, s)a-(s)f(y(s)) ds 
> k(t, s)a + (s)/(c~(s)y(~l)) ds - k(t, s)a-(s)/(a(s)y(rl) ) ds 
>_0, 
which implies 
j~o 1(Tv)(t) = ~ k(t , , )a(s) f (y( , ) )  d, 
= ajof k(t,s)a+(s)f(y(s))d,+ a k(t,s)a(s)f(y(s))ds 
I" >_ a k(t, , )a+(s) f (v(s) )  as _> 0, 
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again (Ty)(O) = 0, (Ty)(1) = ~(Ty)(~), it follows that T :  K ~ C+[0, 1]. On the other hand, 
Thus, T : K -~ K. 
(Ty)"(t) = -Aa+(s)f(y(s)) < O, 
(Ty)"(t) = Aa-(s)f(y(s)) >_ O, 
t e [0, ~], 
t E [7, 1]. 
Next, it is easy to prove that T : P ~ P is completely continuous by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.7. Assume that Conditions (Ht), (H2), and (H4) are satisfied. If y* E P is a fixed 
point o fT  and []Y*II > 0, then y* is a positive solution of the BVP (1.1),(1.2). 
PROOF. At first, we claim that y*(z]) > 0. Otherwise, Y*(U) = 0, which implies y*(1) = 
/~y* (~?) = 0. Since y* is nonnegative convex function on [U, 1], we have 
~*(t) _-- 0, t e [7,1]. 
Again, since y* = Ty*, then y* E C2[0, 1], and (Y*)'(U) = 0. Noticing that 
then 
and thus, 
(y*)" (t) : -a+(t ) f  (y*(t)) < O, 
(y*(t))' (t) > (y*)' (7) = 0, 
t e [0, ~], 
t e [0, ~], 
y*(t) < y*(7) = 0, t e [0, 7]. 
Since y* is nonnegative function, hence 
y(t) ---- 0, t e [0, ~], 
which yields contradiction with IlY* II > 0. 
Next, in view of Lemma 2.1, for y* E P, we have 
t , 
y*(t) >_ ~y (7) > O, t e (0,7]. (2.8) 
Notice that a(t) does not vanish identically on any subinterval of t E [0,V], by the proof of 
Lemma 2.6 and (2.8), for any t E (0, 1), we have 
y*(t) = (Ty*)(t)  = ~ k(t, s )a (s ) f  (y~(s)) d~ 
1" f 
£ >_ )~ k(t, s)a+(s)f (y*(s)) ds > O. 
Thus, we assert that y* is a positive solution of the BVP (1.1),(1.2). 
3. EX ISTENCE OF  POSIT IVE  SOLUTION 
In this section, we discuss the existence of at least one positive solution for problems (1.1),(1.2). 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume that Conditions (H1)-(H4) are satisfied, and A2f0 < A l ly .  Then for 
aHA satisfying 
1 1 
A1---~ < A < A2fo' (3.1) 
there exists at least one positive solution of the BVP (1.I),(1.2), which belongs to P. Moreover, 
in the case where f is superlinear, then (3.1) becomes 0 < A < oo. 
PROOF. Let E > 0 be such that 0 < A < 1/A2(fo +~).  Since fo = lim~_.o+(f(u)/u), there exists 
p. > 0 such that 
f(u) <_ (fo + E)u, for u e [0, p.]. (3.2) 
Let f2p. = {y C P : [lyl] < p,}. For y C Of~p. C P, from (2.7) and (3.2), we get 
el 
(Ty)(t) = A L k(t, s)a(s)f(y(s)) ds 
<_ A k(t, s)a+(s)f(y(s)) ds 
_< ~A2(~ + fo);, _< p, = Ilyll, 
which yields 
IITyJI _< Ilyl], for y E K Fl 0f~p.. (3.3) 
Now, we consider two cases. 
CASE 1. I f f~  < oo, set sx > 0 such that 0 < 1/&( f~ - Zl) _< A. Since foo = l im~( f (u ) /u ) ,  
there exist a p* > p, such that 
f (~)  _> ( f~  - E1)~, for ~ > ~p*. (3.4) 
Set f~p. = {y e P :  IlYll < P*}. For any y E 0f~p. A P, from Lemma 2.2, we have y(t) > ~llyll = 





A max k(t, s)a + (s)f(y(s)) ds + k(t, s)a(s)Z(y(s)) ds 
re[0,1] 
a max f~ k(t, s)a+(s) f (y(s))  ds 
t~[0,1] .Jo 
A max f~ k(t, s)a+(s)f(y(s)) ds 
te[o,1] J~  
~/z(fco -- ~l)P* max -- i T  k(t, s)a+(s) ds 
te[0,i] J~, 
AAI ( /~ - ~I)P* • P* = IlYlI, 
this is 
]ITYll > IlYI[, for y • K n 0g~p.. (3.5) 
Therefore, from (3.3),(3.5) and the Theorem 1.1, it follows that T has a fixed point in Pn( f ip .  \ 
~2p. ). Hence, from Lemma 2.7, there exists at least one positive solution of the BVP (1.1),(1.2). 
CASE 2. If f~o = 0% let A > 0, and take M > 0 such that AA1M _> 1. Since lim~_.~ ( f(u)/u) = oo, 
there exist a p* > p. such that 
f(u) >_ Mu, for u > #p*. 
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Set ~.  = {y • P :  llyll < p*}, As before, we get 
[]0 L 1 ] IITyll -- ), max k(t, s)a+(s)f(y(s)) as + k(t, s)a(s)f(y(s)) ds 
t~[0,i] 
> A#Mp* max k(t, s)a+(s) ds 
- -  tel0,1] r /  
= ) ,A~Mp*  _> p* = IIYlI, 
and the proof proceeds as before. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that Conditions (H1)-(H4) are satisl~ed, and A2f~ < Air0. Then for 
all A satisfying 
i i (3.6) - - < ) , < -  
Air0 A2f~ '  
there exists at least one positive solution of the BVP (1.1),(1.2), which belongs to P. Moreover, 
in the case where f is sublinear, then (3.6) becomes 0 < A < co. 
PROOF. At first, for f0 = lim~-~o+(f(u)/u), we consider two cases. 
CASE 1. If f0 < co. Set si  > 0 such that 0 < 1/Ai( f0 - z i )  _< A. Since fo = lim~-~o+(f(u)/u), 
there exist a p. > 0 such that 
f(u) > (fo - si)u, for 0 < u < p.. (3.7) 
Set ~p. = {y E P :  ItYII < P*}' For any y • 0ap.  A P, from Lemma 2.2, we have y(t) > #IlYtl = 
#p*, for t • [/3~, T], then from (2.7),(3.7), we obtain 
[/i L ] IITyll = ~ max k(t, s)a+(s)f(y(s)) ds + k(t, s)a(s)f(y(s)) ds te[o,i] 
> ~ max k(t, s )a+(s ) f (y (s ) )  ds 
- -  t c [O , l ]  
/; > ,X max k(t, s)a+(s)f(y(s)) ds 
- te[o,i] n 
/J > ~,a( fo  - -  El)p, max k(t, s)a+(s) ds 
- -  tel0,1] ' r /  
= ~A~(f0 - ~l)p.  > p. = llylt, 
this is 
IITYll >- NYlI, for y E K A cg~tp.. (3.8) 
CASE 2. If f0=~,  let A>0,  and take M>0 such that AAIM _> 1. Since lim~_.o+(f(u)/u) = co, 
there exist a p. > 0 such that 
f(u) > Mu, for 0 < u < p,. 
Set ~p. = {y e P :  IlYll < P*)' As before, we get 
[; ; l IITyll = x max k(t, s)a+(s)f(y(s)) ds + k(t, s)a(s)f(y(s)) ds te[o,i] o 
max k(t, s)a + (s) ds >_ A#Mp, te[0,i] n 
= AA iMp,  >_ p, = ]IYII, 
and thus, (3.8) holds too. 
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Next, let ~ > 0 be such that 0 < A < 1/A2(f~ + ¢). Since f~ = lim~__+c~(f(u)/u), there exists 
P0 > p, such that 
f(u) <_ (f~ + ¢)u, for u __ P0- (3.9) 
Now, there are two cases to consider too. These are f is unbounded and f is bounded. 
If f is unbounded. Since f is continuous, we know that there is p* > p0 such that 
f(u) <_ f(p*), for u e [0, p*]. (3.10) 
Since p* > Po, then f rom (3.9),(3.10), one has 
f(u) <_ f(p*) _< (fo+ + E)p*, u e [0,p*]. (3.11) 
For y • p, Ilvll = p*, from (2.3),(3.11), we obtain 
/o 1 (Ty)(t) = A k(t,,)a(~)f(y(e)) de 
=A [~oVk(t,s)a+(s)f(y(s))ds - /lk(t,s)a-(s)f(y(s))dsl 
Jo <_ A k(t,e)a+(,)f(y(e)) d, 
_< aA2( f~ + ~);* _< p* = II~ll. 
If f is bounded, say f(u) <- L1. In the case foo = O. Now taking p* > max{L1/z, po}, for 
Y • P, Ily[[ = P*, from (2.7), one has 
/o 1 (Ty)(t) = A k(t, s)a(s)f(y(s)) ds 
=A [ffoVk(t,s)a+(e)f(y(s))ds - ffvlk(t,s)a-(s)f(y(s))ds] 
<a k(t,s)a+(e)f(y(~))de 
_< AA2L1 _< AA2¢p*  _~ p* = Ilyll. 
Hence, in either case, setting ~p. = {y • P =llyll < p*}, we always have 
IITyll -< Ilyll, for y • K A 0~p.. (3.12) 
Therefore, from (3.8),(3.12) and Theorem 1.1, it follows Chat T has a fixed point in P A (~p. \ 
Qp.). Hence, from Lemma 2.7, there exists at least one positive solution of the BVP (1.1),(1.2). 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete. 
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